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Abstract—In this paper, an approach based on WorkFlow nets
and on possibilistic Petri nets is proposed to deal with nonconformance in Business Processes. Routing patterns existing in
Business Process are modeled by WorkFlow nets. To express in a
more realistic way the uncertainty attached to human activities,
possibilistic Petri nets with uncertainty on the marking and on
the transition firing are considered. Combining both formalisms,
a kind of possibilistic WorkFlow net is obtained. An example of
deviation at a process monitoring level due to human behavior
in a “Handle Complaint Process” is presented.
Index Terms—WorkFlow net, possibilistic Petri net, process
non-conformance, process monitoring.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The purpose of Workflow Management Systems [1] is to
execute Business Processes. Business Processes represent the
sequences of activities that have to be executed within an
organization to treat specific cases and to reach well defined
goals. Over the last few years, Business Process Management
has become important in order to raise service quality and
performance of firms [2].
Many papers have already considered Petri net theory as an
efficient tool for the modeling and analysis of Workflow Management Systems. In [1], WorkFlow nets, which are acyclic
Petri net models used to represent Business Processes, are
defined.
Soundness property is an important criterion which needs
to be satisfied when treating Workflow Processes. In fact,
good properties of well defined formal models such as WorkFlow nets can easily be proved when Business Processes
are following a rigid structure that does not allow deviations
from the process description during the real time execution.
However, recently, it was shown that Business Processes do not
easily map to a rigid modeling structure. As a matter of fact,
Business Process Implementation depends on human work.
Tasks performed by humans are generally complex and follow
rules that cannot always be transformed into computerized
processes.
Attempts to consider a certain level of flexibility in process
definition has already been proposed by several authors.
In [2], the Yawl language which supports flexibility in
the process definition is proposed. The principle is based on

Worklet Services which allow for the construct of subprocess
structures in such a way that they can be added dynamically to
the whole Workflow Process during the real time execution. In
such an approach, the possible process deviations are designed
in an explicit way (additional routing structures in the model)
and no guarantee of soundness in the process exists.
In [3], a deviation-tolerant approach for software processes
is presented. Here, two models coexist during the monitoring
of the process. One corresponds to the normal behavior and
can be seen as a previsional process model. The other process
model is dynamically built through the observation of actions
of human actors. The two models are then permanently compared to detect possible deviations. The difficulty in such an
approach is to deal simultaneously with two models that can
overload the monitoring activity and reduce the performance
of the system.
In [4], a kind of declarative implicit model, essentially based
on rules, is used to detect inconsistencies (non-conformant
states in the process) and to accept possible deviations (nonconformant transitions between activities). The limitation of
the methodology is related to the process model that can be
seen as a simple set of constraints without a real process
structure that can be analysed from the point of view of basic
properties, such as soundness.
In [5] and [6], a process model based on temporal logic
and finite state machines to capture and tolerate deviations
in processes during execution is defined. For the authors,
a process is correct if all the constraints given by the set
of state machines are verified. In particular, two kinds of
transition are created: normal ones and exported ones which
depend on user requests to indicate abnormal behavior. In
particular, when the process execution is corrupted, the state
of the process is fixed manually. The problem with this kind of
approach is again that the model of the process is given through
a declarative form instead of a single graph representing
a whole process that could be analysed from the point of
view of soundness property, as it is the case with WorkFlow
nets. Another problem is the necessity for explicitly model
alternative scenarios corresponding to abnormal behaviors. The
consequence is generally the increase of the complexity of the

set of constraints and on the underlying process model.
A very promising alternative to deal with flexibility in
Business Processes seems to be approaches based on uncertain
reasoning as that presented in [7]. The model of the process
is then given through fuzzy sets and possibilistic distributions.
The advantage of fuzzy and possibility reasoning is the ability
to naturally represent uncertain and imprecise information that
exists when activities are executed by human employees.
One of the first studies which combines fuzzy and possibilistic representation of information with the precise structure
of a Petri net when considering discrete event systems is the
one described in [8] and [9]. The main feature of possibilistic/fuzzy Petri nets is to allow one to reason about the aspects
of uncertainty and change in dynamic discrete event systems.
Most of the examples presented by the authors of possibilistic
Petri net were applied to flexible manufacturing systems.
In this paper, an approach based on WorkFlow nets and
possibilistic Petri nets is proposed to deal with flexibility
in Business Processes. In particular, a kind of possibilistic
WorkFlow net will be defined to treat deviation as well as
inconsistencies in Business Processes.
In section II, the definition of WorkFlow nets and soundness
correctness criterion are provided. In section III, an overview
of possibilistic Petri net is given. In section IV, a new model of
Business Processes is defined: the possibilistic WorkFlow net.
An example based on a “Handle Complaint Process” illustrates
the approach. Finally, the last section concludes this work with
a short summary, an assessment about the approach presented
and an outlook on the future work.
II. W ORK F LOW N ETS
A Petri net that models a Workflow Process is called a
WorkFlow net [1], [10]. A WorkFlow net satisfies the following
properties [10]:
• It has only one source place, named Start and only one
sink place, named End. These are special places such that
the place Start has only outgoing arcs and the place End
has only incoming arcs.
• A token in Start represents a case that needs to be handled
and a token in End represents a case that has been
handled.
• Every task t (transition) and condition p (place) should
be on a path from place Start to place End.
Soundness is a correctness criterion defined for WorkFlow
nets. A WorkFlow net is sound if, and only if, the following
three requirements are satisfied [1]:
• For each token put in the place Start, one and only one
token appears in the place End.
• When the token appears in the place End, all the other
places are empty for this case.
• For each transition (task), it is possible to move from the
initial state to a state in which that transition is enabled,
i.e. there are not any dead transitions.
A method for the qualitative analysis of WorkFlow nets
(soundness verification) based on the proof trees of linear logic
is presented in [11].
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Fig. 1.
Handle Complaint Process: (a)Tasks are associated directly to
simple transitions. (b)Tasks are associated directly to places. (c)Possibilistic
WorkFlow net

A. Process
A process defines which tasks need to be executed and
in which order [10]. Modeling a Workflow Process in term
of a WorkFlow net is rather straightforward: transitions are
active components and models the tasks, places are passive
components and models conditions (pre and post) and tokens
model cases [1], [10]. To illustrate the mapping of a process
into WorkFlow nets, the process for handling complaints that
is shown in [1] can be considered as follows: an incoming
complaint is first recorded. Then the client who has complained
and the department affected by the complaint are contacted.
The client is approached for more information. The department
is informed of the complaint and may be asked for its initial
reaction. These two tasks may be performed in parallel, i.e.
simultaneously or in any order. After this, the data is gathered
and a decision is made. Depending upon the decision, either
a compensation payment is made or a letter is sent. Finally,
the complaint is filed. Fig. 1(a) shows a WorkFlow net that
correctly models this process.

B. Routing constructs
Tasks can be optional, i.e. there are tasks that just need
to be executed for some cases, and the order in which tasks
will be executed can vary from case to case [1]. Four basic
constructions for routing are presented in [1] and [10]:
• Sequential: tasks are executed one after another sequentially, clearly demonstrating dependence among these
tasks: one needs to finish for the other to start;
• Parallel: if more than one task can be executed simultaneously or in any order. In this case, both tasks can be
executed without the result of one interfering in the result
of the other;
• Conditional (or selective routing): when there is a choice
between two or more tasks;
• Iterative: when it is necessary to execute the same task
multiple times.
Some variations of these four basic constructions can be
found in [1] and [10].
Considering the “Handle Complaint Process” shown in Fig.
1(a), tasks “Contact Client” and “Contact Department” are an
example of parallel routing. Tasks “Collect” and “Assess” are
an example of sequential routing. And tasks “Pay” and “Send
Letter” are an example of conditional routing.
C. Process Monitoring
In [2], WorkFlow nets were revisited in terms of their suitability for monitoring Business Processes. The authors showed
that some patterns were not easily captured, in particular
patterns dealing with cancellation and multiple concurrently
executing instances of the same task.
The principal reason of limitation existing in WorkFlow nets
for monitoring Business Processes is the fact that tasks are
associated directly with simple transitions. As a consequence,
once initiated, a task cannot be interrupted because it corresponds to the firing of a transition. If during the execution
of a task, an event occurs in the system whose purpose is to
interrupt the whole process, in traditional WorkFlow nets the
current tasks of the process have to be completed first to be
able to accept the cancellation. Of course, a proper model of
the process should be able to accept interruption events in an
asynchronous way in order to monitor the process in a efficient
way.
The solution proposed in this work to deal with interruption during tasks execution is to transform the transitions of
WorkFlow net into a structure based on the following pattern: a
block corresponding to a task of a transition ti is composed of
a place Pti which represents the task ti , an input transition
tin i which represents the beginning of the task execution,
and an output transition tout i which represents the end of the
task execution. The WorkFlow net of Fig. 2(a) will then be
transformed into the Workflow Process given by the acyclic
Petri net model of Fig. 2(b). As the new block (corresponding
to the task in execution) can be substituted by a simple
transition preserving the good properties of the initial model
[12], the new process model will continue sound in most cases
and will be adapted for monitoring activities, in particular if
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Fig. 2. (a) Traditional WorkFlow net; (b) WorkFlow net with explicit task
execution; and (c) WorkFlow net with cancellation event

some events of cancellation need to be specified as shown in
Fig. 2(c).
Finally, the Petri net model of Fig 1(b), corresponding to
the WorkFlow net of Fig. 1(a), will then be produced.
III. P OSSIBILISTIC P ETRI N ETS
In the approach presented in [8], a possibilistic Petri net
is a model where a place denotes a possible partial state, a
transition denotes a possible state change, and a firing sequence
denotes a possible behavior. The main advantage is to be able
to update a system state at a supervisory level with ill-known
information without having inconsistent states.
A possibilistic Petri net model associates a possibility
distribution Πo (p) to the location of an object o, p being
a place in the net. As a matter of fact, possibilistic Petri
nets are derived from Object Petri nets [13] where tokens
are represented by objects with attributes and conditions are
associated to transitions. Possibilistic distribution allows one
to model:
• A precise marking: each token is located in only one place
(well-known state).
• An imprecise marking: each token location has a possibility distribution over a set of places. It cannot be asserted
that a token is in a given place, but only that it is in a
place among a given set of places.
Πo (p) = 1 represents the fact that p is a possible location of
o, and Πo (p) = 0 expresses the certainty that o is not present
in place p. Formally, a marking in a possibilistic Petri net is
then a mapping:
M : O × P −→ {0, 1}

(1)

where O is a set of objects and P a set of places. If
M (o, p) = 1, there exists a possibility of having the object
o in place p. On the contrary (M (o, p) = 0), there is no
possibility of having o in p. A marking M of the net allows
one to represent:
• A precise marking: M (o, p) = 1 and ∀pi 6= p, M (o, pi ) =
0.
• An imprecise marking: for example, if there exists a
possibility at a certain time to have the same object o
in two different places, p1 and p2 , them M (o, p1 ) =
M (o, p2 ) = 1.

A possibilistic marking will correspond in practice to
knowledge concerning a situation at a given time. In a possibilistic Petri net, the firing (certain or uncertain) of a transition
t is decomposed into two steps:
• Beginning of a firing: tokens are put into output places of
t but are not removed from its input places.
• End of a firing: that can be a firing cancellation (tokens
are removed from the output places of t) or a firing
achievement (tokens are removed from the input places
of t).
A certain firing consists of a beginning of a firing and
an immediate firing achievement. A pseudo-firing that will
increase the uncertainty of the marking can be considered only
as the beginning of a firing (there is no information to be sure
whether the normal event associated with the transition has
actually occurred or not). To a certain extent, pseudo-firing is
a way of realizing forward deduction.
The interpretation of a possibilistic Petri net is defined by
attaching to each transition an authorization function ηx1 ,...,xn
that represents an extra-firing condition:
ηx1 ,...,xn : T −→ {F alse, U ncertain, T rue}

(2)

where x1 , ..., xn are the variables associated to the incoming
arcs of transition t (when considering the underlying Object
Petri net).
If o1 , ..., on is a possible substitution to x1 , ..., xn for firing
t, then several situations can be considered:
• t is not enabled by the marking but the associated
interpretation is true; a forbidden situation occurs and an
alarm is activated;
• t is enabled by a precise marking and the interpretation
is true; then a classical firing (with certainty) of an object
Petri net occurs;
• t is enabled by a precise marking and the interpretation
is uncertain; then the transition is pseudo-fired and the
imprecision is increased;
• t is enabled by an uncertain marking; if the interpretation
is uncertain, t is pseudo-fired;
• t is enabled by an uncertain marking and the interpretation
is true: a recovery algorithm, presented in [14], is called
and a new computation of the possibility distribution of
the objects involved in the uncertain marking is realized
in order to go back to a certain marking.
Concepts about possibilistic Petri nets will be illustrated
through a practical example in the next section.
IV. P OSSIBILISTIC W ORK F LOW N ETS
If a Petri net is used as a model for Business Processes in a
Workflow Management System, transitions will represent the
state changes of the process. In particular, each event occurring
during the execution of the process (beginning and ending of
activities) will be associated with a transition as a boolean
variable. Such a variable will be essentially seen as an external
value corresponding to a message received from an activity
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(a) Token player of Petri net. (b) Token player of Possibilistic Petri

(or send to an activity). Possibly, internal values depending on
certain token attributes will enable some transitions too.
Petri net models can be directly executed using a specialized
inference mechanism called “token player algorithm” that
allows for a simplified monitoring of the represented processes,
as the one depicted by the activity diagram in Fig. 3(a).
As pointed out in the introduction, the interaction of human
behavior in Processes Management can introduce some uncertainty and should be taken into account in the model of the
process. A classical token player algorithm, as the one in Fig
3(a), is only based on normal expected events. If an unexpected
event occurs, an immediate inconsistency between the model
of the process and the real process execution will happen (an
external event received by a transition which is not enabled
by the marking of the net) or, if some expected event never
occurs, the model will reach a deadlock situation (an external
event never received by an enabled transition).
A model of the process based on the routing structure
of WorkFlow nets and on uncertain marking and firing of
possibilistic Petri nets will then produce a kind of possibilistic
WorkFlow net that will be able to deal with non-conformance
in Business Processes monitoring. The “Handle Complaint
Process” represented in Fig. 1(b) will be used to illustrate the
approach.
The possibilistic WorkFlow net with objects in Fig. 1(c)
represents the new model of the “Handle Complaint Process”
where < c1 > is an object belonging to the class “Complaint”,
x, y and z are variables of the same class “Complaint” and all
places of the model belong to the class “Complaint” too.
After the Complaint < c1 > is recorded in place
“Recorded”, the model indicates that copies (< c11 > and
< c12 >) of the complaint < c1 > have to be produced
in places E1 and E2 to initiate simultaneously the activities
“Contact Client” (A2 ) and “Contact Department” (A3 ). The
expected behavior of the process is to have both activities
performed in order to continue the treatment of the complaint
through the firing of transition t7 . But a deviation of the
expected behavior can easily occur if, for example, the client
cannot be reached. Normally, the purpose of the activity
“Contact Client” is to collect more information from the client

(a) τ = 10
Fig. 4.

Fraction of the “Handle Complaint Process”

Fig. 5.

to help him succeed in resolving its complaint. Logically, if
the client cannot be reached, after a while, the process should
continue (firing of transition t7 ).
If after the firing of transition t2 , copies < c11 > and <
c12 > of the complaint < c1 > have been produced in places
E1 and E2 , the fraction of the process concerned with possible
deviation problems will be the one represented in Fig. 4.
Object instances of class “Complaint” have an attribute
date. The interpretations of transitions t5 , t6 and t7 are given
by the following distributions:

 uncertain if (τ ≥ y.data) ∧ (¬endCC(y))
true
if (endCC(y))
ηy (t5 ) =

f alse
otherwise
(3)

 uncertain if (τ ≥ z.data) ∧ (¬endCD(z))
true
if (endCD(z))
ηz (t6 ) =

f alse
otherwise
(4)
ηyz (t7 ) =



true
f alse

if (τ ≥ max(y.date, z.date))
otherwise

(b) τ = 25

(5)

where τ is the current time, endCC(y) is true when the
actor responsible for the activity contact client informs the
end of the activity and endCD(z) is true when the actor
responsible for the activity contact department informs the end
of the activity.
The normal expected behavior of the process corresponds
to ending messages received from the actors responsible from
the activities (contact department and contact client) before the
current time reaches the values indicated by the attributes date
associated to the objects c11 and c12 . If the ending messages
are received in time, all the transition firing will be certain and
all the markings will be precise.
Abnormal behavior happens when the current time reaches
the value of the attribute date of one of the objects c11
or c12 and no ending message has been received from the
actor responsible for the corresponding activity. In this case

(c) τ = 30

(d) τ = 40

Simulation results for scenario 1

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Possibility distributions of object locations c11 and c12 : (a) scenario
1; (b) scenario 2

some pseudo-firing will occur and the imprecision about some
objects will increase.
Let’s assume the transition t3 and t4 are fired at date τ = 10
(Fig. 5(a)) and that the actions associated to these transitions
are the following:
Action(t3 ) : y.date = τ + 15

(6)

Action(t4 ) : z.date = τ + 30

(7)

if endCD(c12 ) = true at τ = 30 and endCC(c11 ) =
f alse all the time, the following scenario will occur:
• at time τ = 25, ηc11 (t5 ) = uncertain and t5 is pseudofired (Fig. 5(b));
• at time τ = 30, ηc12 (t6 ) = true and t6 is fired (Fig. 5(c));
• at time τ = 40, ηc11 c12 (t7 ) = true. t7 is then enabled
by an uncertain marking with a true interpretation. Consequently a recovery algorithm is called to go back to the
certain marking of Fig. 5(d).
This scenario corresponds to a situation where the time
constraints will not permit an answer from the client. Even so,
no inconsistency is detected and the process can proceed. Fig.
6(a) depicts the possibility distributions of instances c11 and
c12 as functions of time (the black lines represent a possibility
equal to 1 and the bright lines a possibility equal to 0).
Another scenario could be the following: endCD(c12 ) =
true at τ = 30 and endCC(c11 ) = true at τ = 35. The
following scenario will occur:

combined with a possibilistic approach very well adapted to
the concept of flexibility in processes.
As a future work proposal, it will be interesting to combine
the structure of a WorkFlow net with a Time Fuzzy Petri net as
the one presented in [8]. The use of possibilistic distributions
based on time fuzzy sets should be able to produce a kind of
hierarchy between a set of possible alternatives turning some
events more plausible than others. Such an approach should
be interesting at the monitoring level in order to diminish the
imprecision of human intervention.
(a) τ = 25

(b) τ = 30
Fig. 7.

(c) τ = 35

(d) τ = 35

Simulation results for scenario 2

at time τ = 25, ηc11 (t5 ) = uncertain and t5 is pseudofired (Fig. 7(a));
• at time τ = 30, ηc12 (t6 ) = true and t6 is fired (Fig.
7(b));
• at time τ = 35, ηc11 (t5 ) = true. t5 is then enabled by
an uncertain marking with a true interpretation. Consequently a recovery algorithm is called to go back to the
certain marking of Fig. 7(c). Finally, t5 is fired (Fig. 7(d));
• at time τ = 40, ηc11 c12 (t7 ) = true and t7 can be fired.
This scenario corresponds to a situation where the time
constraints are tolerant enough to permit an answer from the
client before the normal propagation of the process. Fig. 6(b)
depicts the possibility distributions of instances c11 and c12 for
this scenario.
The general behavior of a Workflow Management System
based on possibilistic WorkFlow net models will be based on
the token player given by the activity diagram in Fig. 3(b). It
is easy to see that this possibilistic WorkFlow net token player
encompasses the expected behavior of the process as well as
tolerable deviations.
To take into account the kind of incident presented in this
part with an ordinary Petri net based on the token player
in Fig. 3(a), several new transitions should be created to
consider all possible abnormal scenarios. As a consequence,
the corresponding graph would rapidly become completely
unreadable.
•

V. C ONCLUSION
In this article, a new possibilistic WorkFlow net model was
presented with the purpose of dealing with non-conformance
in Business Processes. Combining the routing structure of
WorkFlow nets with the uncertain reasoning of possibilistic
Petri nets, it was possible to accept tolerable deviations from
the process description without necessarily reaching state
inconsistencies. Such a model was applied to a “Handle
Complaint Process” when human actors are involved in the
process activities.
Comparing this approach with other works dealing with the
problem of non-conformance, the main advantage is the fact
that a formal process model allowing for the proving of some
good properties, like the soundness property for example, was
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